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Agriculture

by Susan Maitra

Bumper crop on the way in India
record output marks the spread of the Green Revolution to new
areas of the country .
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qualitative leap in oilseed production
(cooking oil is India's second largest
import item) have also received prior
ity attention. Concrete gains in this
area should be forthcoming in the next
few years.
But the most heartening thing
about the record output is that it rep
resents a widening of the base of pro
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With the addition of fertilizer,
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imports this year.
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In addition, a multi-agency pro
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the required 22 million tons by July.

84 farm output. Instead of the antici
pated 144 million tons, itself a new
high and more than 10 million tons
above the 1981-82 record, Indian
farmers this year will harvest 149.76

average

of

8.51% and

reached as high as 20% in some
counties.

In recent months, the winter wheat

grain to ensure sufficient credit to

harvest and marketing got under way

farmers has been adopted. A large co

One Uttar Pradesh farmer inter

in earnest.

operative system much like that in the

viewed recently put it succinctly: "Ten

As of the end of April, market

United States is being complemented

years ago, there was hardly any irri
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by programs at both commercial and

gation in this region. Now the scene is
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with realization of the full irrigation

are more easily available. And with
the introduction of high-yielding va
riety of seeds, people have taken ag
riculture more seriously. We now find
that there is a future in this: that you

The Food Corporation of India,

more than 45% of India's farm land

do not grow crops simply to fill your

which operates the government price-

will remain dependent on rains) and a

stomach."
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